Human jaw muscle motor behaviour. I. Motor drive.
Jaw muscle motor behaviour, however complicated, has important implications for the every day dental practice. In recent years the understanding of jaw and other skeletal muscle function has increased considerably. Direct recording of primary afferent discharge in conscious human beings and animals during normal function has caused radical changes of the concepts of muscle receptor function. Central pattern generators at segmental levels and suprasegmental programming centres are important mechanisms behind voluntary and automatic movements of different kinds. The most important proprioceptive function is probably to provide reassurance of correct movement pattern, to adjust the central programming to environmental changes and to directly influence slow movements requiring precision. Muscle spindle receptors contribute to mandibular kinesthesia. Muscle spindles are rarely present in jaw opening muscles. Despite this fact an excitatory reflex similar to the stretch reflex but with longer latency has been demonstrated. Further on a reciprocal organisation with antagonist inhibition has been shown to exist between jaw openers and closers. Motor behaviour of jaw and limb muscles thus seem to have many characteristics in common.